“Yes You Can” Major Point
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At the upcoming Mobile Beat Las Vegas show in March of 2016, I plan on presenting
a seminar entitled “Yes You Can!”. Well that’s the working title for now at least. In
this seminar, I’m going to tell you how it’s possible for one person to run a multi-op
DJ company and have almost 100% customer satisfaction while doing over 600
shows each year! In this article, I want to focus on just one of the many things that
I’ll be discussing in that seminar – time management.
Let’s face it, some of us are good at managing the limited hours in a day, and some of
us are not. However, we can all strive to get better with some of the tips and
suggestions that I’m about to give you.
1. Utilize Your Technology. Literally everyone has a smart phone these days. If
you don’t, then you can probably just stop reading this article now. These
smart phones are only “smart” if you program them to be. I put everything in
my calendar in my iPhone even things like “Roll the Trash Out” on
Wednesdays at 7:00 pm. And guess what? When I do that, it automatically
syncs to all of my other Apple devices, my DJ laptop, my iMac on my desk and
even my iPad I keep by my chair at home. There is literally no reason for you
ever to miss another appointment.
2. Keep a Schedule. Before you flip out and go “Dude, I got into owning my
own business so I could not be like the jobbers that are 9 to 5”, calm down.
All I’m saying is that by keeping a regular schedule it will definitely help with
your time management. For example, I try and get to the office before 9am
every day and that’s with a stop at my favorite coffee shop for a large vanilla
skim latte and big muffin. Why would I not? My kids are up at the crack of
dawn and have to be at school by 8am. What else would I do? Let’s work! I
also try and be home by 6pm every night to grab dinner with the family, mess
around with the boys in the yard, read to them, and then put them to bed. Do
I get the laptop out at night sometimes once every one has shut down? Sure,
but only then. And yes, there are days when I just don’t feel like being in the
office all day and I roll out to long lunches or sneaker shopping excursions.
You are your own boss, but you have to hold yourself responsible sometimes!
3. Meetings Upon Meetings. Did you ever have a job in the corporate world
before you got into the world’s greatest job? Those folks literally have
meetings about having meeting. Talk about redundancy and utter waste of
time! Do yourself a favor, try and schedule all of your meetings on one or two
days vs. spreading them out all over the week. You will be much more
productive cranking out work in your office all day than you are running
meeting to meeting. I’m not saying to inconvenience your clients, but if you
know if you have a bride meeting next Wednesday and another couple calls
for a consultation today, try to steer them towards next Wednesday as well.

4. Social Overload. I am a huge advocate of using social media to generate
business. I’ll go even further, I love social media! But you know what I don’t
do? I don’t let it suck me in. In other words, if you are one of the kind of
people that get on Facebook or Instagram and look up two hours later and go
“What just happened?” then you need to reel that in. Save that waste of time
for later in the day once work is day. Get to those emails and phone calls first
thing. That’s your money calling!
Well that’s just the tip of the iceberg on the stuff I’ll be discussing at MBLV. In case
you didn’t figure it out yet, I am the ONLY full timer at Bunn DJ Company and we do
a ton of shows with an enormous amount of reviews and referrals. Remember, you
can do it too! See you in March!

